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Working towards a new approach to cognitive impairment in people living with HIV 

The most frequently used criteria for cognitive impairment in people living with human 
immunodeficiency virus (PLWH) are the HIV–associated neurocognitive disorders (HAND) 
criteria, developed in 2007 by a working group formed by the United States National Institute 
of Mental Health (NIMH).1 The HAND criteria (sometimes referred to as the Frascati criteria) 
were intended for use in research, but the terminology has become widely used to refer to 
clinical burden of cognitive impairment across diverse settings globally.2  

Minimum criteria for HAND are met based on cognitive test performance compared to HIV-
negative populations without the need for a clinical assessment. Several authors have 
expressed that this approach overestimates disease burden and HAND criteria are not 
appropriate for the modern era.3-8 Criticism of HAND centres on three main points, as recently 
outlined by authors from our group.9 Firstly, the statistical approach applied to cognitive data 
has the potential for a very high false positive rate: over 20% of cognitively normal HIV-
negative control subjects can be defined as impaired based on the current approach.5,7 
Secondly, cognitive test performance is strongly influenced by complex educational, cultural 
and socioeconomic factors which can interact with HIV risk such that low cognitive test 
performance may not correspond to a pathological state. Thirdly, in the modern era of 
effective ART and an ageing population of PLWH, cognitive impairment in PLWH is frequently 
multifactorial, hence not synonymous with the direct effect of HIV on the brain and not best 
described as ‘HIV-associated’ in that sense.  

HAND criteria were intended to harmonise methodology allowing comparisons across 
settings. However, it is suggested this approach relies too heavily on quantitative 
neuropsychology, i.e. the results of cognitive testing without clinical context, which does not 
transfer well to the clinical setting and is not appropriate for diverse populations of PLWH. 
HAND criteria typically classify 20–60% (and sometimes up to 90%) of PLWH with a cognitive 
impairment,2 which does not seem to align with clinical observations that cognitive 
impairment in PLWH presents less frequently in the modern era, and then usually in the 
context of viral non-suppression, significant comorbidities or as a legacy of pre-treatment 
damage.10 Lack of diagnostic precision hampers clinical trials for cognitive impairment and 
biomarker discovery. Importantly, overestimation of cognitive impairment risks creating fear 
among PLWH and worsening stigma and discrimination towards them.  

Although multiple authors have outlined issues with the HAND approach since its inception 
over 15 years ago,3-8 no alternative approach has been proposed. In response we established 
an International HIV-Cognition Consortium to develop new consensus criteria for cognitive 
impairment in PLWH.  Our group is globally representative with almost half our members are 
based in low-to-middle-income countries, includes academics and clinicians across a range of 
disciplines (neurology, psychiatry, neuropsychology and HIV/infectious disease), and involves 
representatives from the community of PLWH.  

Our group has been meeting since November 2021 to work towards a new approach, using 
the framework proposed in the recent HAND critique as a starting point.9 This new approach 
is intended to better represent the changing profile of cognitive impairment in PLWH in 
diverse global settings and provide a clearer framework of classification for clinical 
management and research studies. Our specific aims are to produce criteria which: i) are 
applicable clinically as well as in research, ii) are appropriate for diverse populations of PLWH 



globally, iii) can be applied in low- as well as high-resource settings, and iv) reduce the risk of 
fear, stigma and discrimination for PLWH.  

To achieve these aims we feel changes are needed in a number of key areas. All causes of 
brain injury should be considered in PLWH experiencing cognitive issues. This is in contrast to 
HAND criteria which assumes cognitive impairment is caused by HIV, at least in part, unless a 
confounding condition is present.1 This distinction is intended to better represent changes to 
the clinical burden of disease and facilitate the study of more representative samples in 
research. Brain injury caused directly by HIV (from a number of potential mechanisms) should 
be conceptually separated from other causes on brain injury which can occur in PLWH. This 
allows better clinical phenotyping and improved study of mechanisms underlying cognitive 
impairment. Brain injury caused directly by HIV should be divided into active and legacy, the 
latter representing inactive damage sustained prior to HIV disease control. This is important 
as treatment and prognosis differ substantially. HAND criteria do not make a distinction based 
on disease activity, which risks nul findings in treatment trials by inclusion of participants with 
irreversible damage. We recommend a move away from a quantitative neuropsychological 
approach towards a reemphasis on clinical assessment, such that a label of cognitive 
impairment is not applied based on neuropsychological testing alone. This is intended to 
correlate more closely with clinical diagnosis and give more accurate prevalence figures for 
clinically apparent disease. We recommend that studies continuing to report rates of low 
neuropsychological performance without clinical assessment should also report the false 
classification rate of the test, i.e. the proportion of a cognitively normal population that would 
be classified as impaired based on the statistical methodology alone. The interpretation of a 
study reporting low neuropsychological performance in 30% of a population is different when 
the false classification rate is known to be 25% compared to 2.5%. At present the false 
classification rates are rarely acknowledged.  

Our group is now working to develop specific recommendations and establish consensus on 
a roadmap to validation and implementation of this new approach. The initial outputs of our 
group will represent expert consensus rather than presenting new empiric data. Going 
forward our recommendations will require evaluation and field testing before being fully 
operational. It is hoped that this process will stimulate discussion and promote further study 
on methodology to help move the field forward in this area. We believe this is crucial so that 
PLWH in diverse global settings can understand their risk of cognitive impairment in the era 
of widespread effective ART coverage, be better informed of their prognosis, and know how 
to protect their brain health as they age.  
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